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iGBA frequently. On the obverse the Kalvnia is enclosed first in a circle,
then in a sixfoil area. In 1041 the area becomes square, in 1042
circular again and then diamond-shaped, till finally in 1043 a dotted
square area is adopted. On the reverse the king's name and titles
are written in lines across the face of the coin till 1043 "when the
obverse design of an area with margin is introduced. After 1039 the
mint name is to be found on the reverse, before that on the obverse.
On the gold coins the areas are lozenge-shaped after 1043 and these
Akbarabad muhars are perhaps the commonest of the earlier Mughal
gold issues.
The collection contains only one example of a Nisar (largesse
money) of this mint and that an imperfect specimen — No. 908.
The copper coinage is also meagrely represented by one coin,
a * f ultSs ' weighing 37 grains.
In the struggle for the throne between SMhjahan's sons Agra
appears to have been effectively occupied by Shah Shufa, for coins
were struck in his name from the Agra mint (B. M. G.9 No. 690)
during a. h. 1068, but there is no specimen in the present collection,
nor does the Museum possess any gold coin of Aurangz^b of Agra
mintage. The earliest coin of - this reign is of 1071 (K.Y. 3). On
the obverse is a square area inscribed <j?jl£ »Uol> ^-Jpl^ *Ut, with
^1^3 v^jl ***? &^ u^ _A^ j^ and the date in the margin.
The reverse contains the mint name also in a square area, while in
the margin appears the formula used consistently by Aurang-^b and
his successors to express their regnal year, viz. : ^U oju-v-* <v*^ *JL**?
or cyear of the reign of tranquil prosperity'.
This type remained unchanged till the twenty-ninth year of
Aurangz^b's reign, when it gave place to the type usually associated
with this monarch, the obverse containing the following couplet : —
l   *Li,
'8hA Aurangzeb 'Alarogir struck coin in the world like the shining
moon/
while on the reverse appear the regnal year and mint name. From
this time also Akbardbad went by the name of iiiUl J^^ , < the
permanent seat of the Khalif ate.'
The catalogue contains only one copper coin of this mint which
can be ascribed to Aurangz^b. It is dated the eighth year, and
weighs 313 grains (No. 1646). It does not, however, bear AurangsK&'s
name. Under Shah llam Bahadur Shfli the honorific epithet of the
mint was altered to dlU^^, and this epithet was also employed

